Ribonuclease dicer cleaves triplet repeat hairpins into shorter repeats that silence specific targets.
Ribonuclease Dicer functions in cells to excise microRNAs from their precursors and process long double-stranded RNAs into short interfering RNAs. We show that transcripts containing long hairpin structures composed of CNG repeats are another class of Dicer targets. The cellular levels of transcripts from mutant genes involved in triplet repeat expansion diseases such as myotonic dystrophy type 1, Huntington's disease, and spinocerebellar ataxia type 1 are under Dicer control. The Dicer-induced downregulation of the mutant transcript in myotonic dystrophy cells is accompanied by the downregulation of transcripts containing long complementary repeats. Short CUG repeats generated from long repeat hairpins act as siRNAs and use the RNA interference pathway to trigger the downstream silencing effects. We demonstrate that synthetic oligonucleotides composed of repeats are highly specific in the silencing of mutant transcripts containing complementary repeats and may be considered as potential therapeutic agents.